Five hierarchical levels of sequence-structure correlation in proteins.
This article reviews recent work towards modelling protein folding pathways using a bioinformatics approach. Statistical models have been developed for sequence-structure correlations in proteins at five levels of structural complexity: (i) short motifs; (ii) extended motifs; (iii) nonlocal pairs of motifs; (iv) 3-dimensional arrangements of multiple motifs; and (v) global structural homology. We review statistical models, including sequence profiles, hidden Markov models (HMMs) and interaction potentials, for the first four levels of structural detail. The I-sites (folding Initiation sites) Library models short local structure motifs. Each succeeding level has a statistical model, as follows: HMMSTR (HMM for STRucture) is an HMM for extended motifs; HMMSTR-CM (Contact Maps) is a model for pairwise interactions between motifs; and SCALI-HMM (HMMs for Structural Core ALIgnments) is a set of HMMs for the spatial arrangements of motifs. The parallels between the statistical models and theoretical models for folding pathways are discussed in this article; however, global sequence models are not discussed because they have been extensively reviewed elsewhere. The data used and algorithms presented in this article are available at http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/~bystrc/ (click on "servers" or "downloads") or by request to bystrc@rpi.edu .